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● We read that SAMANIA was born back 2013 while you were pursuing your master’s degrees 
at the London School of Economics Gender Institute. We would like to ask you a few things 
about that time. How did it all begin? First of all, how did you meet? 

 
Yes we met in London during our postgraduate studies; we had a few classes together. One day during a 
break we started talking and immediately realized how much we had in common. We both had performance 
backgrounds and shared a love for many of the same theorists and subjects so we decided to collaborate on 
a film. A few weeks after we met, we were spending basically all of our free time together brainstorming for 
our first film cloth . Everything started there and we have continued working together as a duo ever since. We 
knew even before cloth  was completed, that this was going to be the first of many projects, and decided to 
merge our names into SAMANIA (Samira + Ania) as a combined name for all our future collaborative work. 
We find it appropriate because we are obviously both individuals, but our SAMANIA work is really about the 
relationship and the space between our backgrounds, ideas, cultures, thoughts, passions. The combination of 
names is symbolic for the blend of our personal perspectives, and the work is the act of bringing that 
combined perspective into a form for other people to experience. 
 

● Would you describe your artistic relationship as conflictual -through which art is made- or 
harmonious? 

 
Our artistic relationship is harmonious as we speak the same visual and intellectual language. Any conflict is 
with ourselves by being really persistent in challenging what we’re doing (not to fall into common traps, 
reproduce stereotypes, or take part in problematic representations), not between each other. We challenge 
each other to always push further, to be careful when we need to be careful and fearless when we need to be 
fearless, and making sure we navigate that question in the most effective way. With our very different 
personal backgrounds but very similar academic/career backgrounds, we are able to bring diversity into our 
unity. 
 

● About your work in general, what is your source of inspiration? Is it personal experience, 
feelings, a friend’s experience perhaps or just universal social issues that trouble your 
conscience? 

 
Generally, our platform of inspiration is very diverse. Yes a troubled conscience can be a very strong 
motivating force and source of inspiration, and can even serve as fuel at the beginning of creative process. 
We want to communicate that which is difficult to explain, but needs to be addressed. Is it is sometimes 



something with which we have personal experience, but not in every case. Also, in addition to projects that 
we work on for months and plan far in advance (for example cloth  and our upcoming film HEXENTANZ ), we 
also like to run with random moments of inspiration that hit us, and value our spontaneous projects equally. 
Whether it's impromptu street performances, portraits, or film ideas that arise while walking around, it is not 
uncommon for us to stop and create something based on the energy we feel in a particular moment in space 
and time. Other sources of inspiration include scholars and writers like Judith Butler, Sara Ahmed, bell hooks, 
Susan Sontag, also artists Shirin Neshat, Pina Bausch, Frida Kahlo, among others. 
 

● What urged you to make “cloth”?  
We started writing the concept for cloth at night after completing our course readings. Inspired by our studies, we                   
brainstormed all the potential subjects we could use as a starting point and right when we started discussing the veil,                    
mobility, islamophobia, media, clothing, representation and couldn’t let go of those topics we figured that was it.                 
Coming from diverse backgrounds (Samira being Muslim with German/Moroccan heritage and Ania being             
non-religious and Mexican-American), we found common ground in being concerned with the divisions created              
AMONG women by patriarchy and coloniality. It is intended to start an inter/intracultural conversation about women,                
identity, restriction, agency, freedom, and (mis)perceptions thereof. We wanted to visually challenge the popular              
dichotomy between the supposedly “empowered” and “liberated” Western woman and the “oppressed” veiled woman,              
as we firmly believe that divisions and silencing along lines such as clothing, religion, race, and socioeconomic status                  
undermine women’s collective capacity to challenge gender-based oppression. Interestingly, although cloth was            
started in 2013, the subjects it addresses are as relevant (if not more) than they were 3 years ago considering recent                     
political developments. 
 

● Most Western women may speak of oppression when talking about the way Muslim women 
dress but cannot easily see themselves as oppressed by the Western way of life. How 
would you describe to them the type of oppression that is inflicted on them? 

While the piece does used the word oppression  on the signs exchanged between the women, this is not our focus. We 
are not aiming to identify gender-based oppression`s many nuanced forms, or define a hierarchy of oppression as in 
‘who wins the oppression contest’. Instead, this piece seeks to highlight the potential of conversation, of what can 
happen when we see each other outside the toxic social matrices that tell us how to view each other.  
 
 

LINK (Greek): 
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